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plan

From Self Force to LISA: EMRI theory challenge

Practical methods for calculating the MiSaTaQuWa force for orbits 
around black holes:

l-mode method (Schwarzschild)
m-mode method (Kerr)

Implementation for orbits in Schwarzschild using Lorenz gauge and 
time-domain evolution
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LISA sees 10s-1000s inspirals, out to 
cosmological distances

LISA sensitive to inspirals into massive black 
holes with M ~ 106 M☼

Detection rate dominated by inspirals of stellar 
holes with μ ~ 10 M☼

~105 wave cycles over last few years of 
inspiral

Wealth of science encoded in waveforms (map 
of Kerr geometry, test of “no-hair” theorem) 

LISA's EMRI sources
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LISA DA problem difficult!
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(If evolution were PN 
down to LSO)

, a = 0

theory challenge

Accurate model for the orbital 
evolution and GW signature for 

binaries with extreme mass-ratios  
(                             )
Kerr central hole
generic orbits: inclined, eccentric    
strong field, down to LSO

But assume 
GR holds
vacuum 
internal structure unimportant
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theory challenge (cont.)

Inspiral timescales

So, to track the orbital phase over ∼ Tobs we need
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from self force to inspiral

Note:
SF correction to waveform is same order as contribution from 2nd-order pert.!
Even 2nd order waveform goes out of phase after ~Tdephase

Need a scheme for adiabatic evolution:
Osculating geodesics (Pound & Poisson 2007)
2 timescale expansion (Hinderer & Flanagan 2008)

This lecture focuses on obtaining the SF at a point along the orbit
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Two equivalent formulations: 

Gauge dependence:

Challenge (as of 1999): How to go about subtracting "ret - dir"  
(or "ret - S") in practice, particularly for orbits in BH spacetimes?

the gravitational SF

dir
ect

tai
l

xx0

τ
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standard methods of black hole 
perturbation theory

Perturbation Eq. Separation in time domain Separation in frequency domain

Schwarzschild background

Kerr background

Individual modes of retarded field obtained by solving ODEs
(or PDEs in 1+1d or 2+1d) with suitable initial/boundary conditions

"mode sum" approach to the self force uses these solutions as input;                       
does the subtraction "ret - dir" mode by mode 
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an illustration:                             
static scalar charge in flat space (I)

Use polar coordinates, set particle on "polar" axis (no loss 
of generality even in Schwarzschild)

Write down field equation:

In this case field and “full” force obtained exactly:

Separate field into spherical harmonic “l-modes”:

Write down separated equations:
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an illustration:                             
static scalar charge in flat space (II)

Solve separated equations:

Obtain l-mode of full force: 

Note:

Universal form:
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(l -)mode-sum method

Regularization parameters A, B, D derived analytically by analyzing 
the direct force near x → x0 and l → ∞
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derivation of the RP (scalar field)
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values of the RP                   
(scalar field, Schwarzschild, equatorial orbit)

Values obtained also for gravitational case, generic orbits in Kerr

Work to obtain next order terms in the 1/L series, to improve 
convergence of mode sum
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1 For a given geodesic source, solve the perturbation equations (mode by mode), 

and obtain the retarded Metric Perturbation (MP);

2 Construct the “full force” modes (“grad MP”) at the particle;

3 Apply the mode-sum formula:  

mode-sum prescription summarized
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Subtraction formulated in Lorenz gauge: 

Note: particle singularity looks “isotropic” in Lorenz gauge,

but not necessarily in other gauges!

Two strategies:

Obtain hret in Lorenz gauge, or

Reformulate subtraction in other gauge, but make sure SF still makes sense!

implementation issues:       
choice of gauge (I)

[G] [G][G]
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Popular gauges: 

Regge-Wheeler gauge (Schwarzschild)

Radiation gauge (Kerr)

Lorenz gauge (Kerr)

implementation issues:       
choice of gauge (II)

Lorenz RW Radiation

conform with 
symmetry/light-cone 
structure of 
background

conforms with 
isotropic form of 
particle singularity

Form of particle singularity 
(in particle frame):

[even parity]
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Lorenz-gauge implementation:
i. perturbation equations
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)10()9()8()7()6()5()4()3()2()1( ,,,,,,,,, hhhhhhhhhh

“scalar” sector

Numerical variables are 10 “scalar” fields,

“tensor” sector“vector” sectorEven parity (polar) Odd parity (axial)

Lorenz-gauge implementation:
ii. Tensor-harmonic decomposition (S. Case)
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Source terms:

Principal part:
no coupling between i’s

Coupling terms:
1st derivatives at most

Lorenz-gauge implementation:
iii. mode-separated equations

10 equa
tion

s
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Lorenz-gauge implementation:
iv. gauge conditions in separated form
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g

If Zα satisfies a well-posed initial-value problem, with Zα= 0 on the initial 
surfaces, then Zα ≡ 0 everywhere.

This may fail in practice because numerical error from discretization
and from imperfect initial data may grow during the evolution

To make sure Zα is damped over the evolution, add to pert. Eqs a term

Then                                    and Ζα damps over timescale κ-1.

)0(0. =∇=∇≡ αβ
β

ααβ
β

α TZhZ sinceThenDefine

)( αββακ ZtZt +−

0...=+− αα κ ZZ &

Lorenz-gauge implementation:
v. “div damping” in time evolution
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Time evolution code in 1+1D, using 
a 4th-order finite-differences scheme 
based on double-null coordinates  
[LB & Lousto (2005) ,  LB & Sago (2007)]

Set fields to zero initially; evolve for 
2-3 orbits until initial spurious waves 
die off

Read field and gradients along 
particle’s trajectory

Use as input for mode-sum formula

Lorenz-gauge implementation:
vi. Time-domain numerical evolution
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Lorenz-gauge implementation:
vii. sample results for circular geodesics

Scalar field
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Lorenz-gauge implementation:
vii. sample results for circular geodesics

Scalar field
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Scalar field

Lorenz-gauge implementation:
vii. sample results for circular geodesics
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r0=7M

Lorenz-gauge implementation:
vii. sample results for circular geodesics

Lorenz-gauge metric perturbation
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Lorenz-gauge implementation:
vii. sample results for circular geodesics

Scalar field
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Work done by self force on particle = energy radiated to infinity and down the hole:

Lorenz-gauge implementation:
viii. dissipative piece of the self force
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Best-fit formula at large radius:
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Lorenz-gauge implementation:
ix. conservative piece of the self force
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Lorenz-gauge implementation:
ix. conservative piece of the self force
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Lorenz-gauge implementation:
x. gauge-invariant conservative effects

ISCO

R (M/Ω 2)1/3 (in units of M)

Detweiler 2008 
& 

LB & Sago 2007
SF Correction to 
time-function dt/dτ
along orbit
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Case of Kerr

Perturbation separable either in the frequency domain or in 2+1D, but 
not in 1+1D.

Mode sum implemented most naturally using 1+1D decomposition

Desired: formulation of the subtraction in 2+1D ― "m mode scheme"

Existing platform (numerical codes) for evolution in 2+1D

Difficulty: each m-mode diverges (logarithmically) at worldline
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Near particle

With

m-mode diverges at the particle
(demonstrated for a scalar field) 

Pick a worldline point xp. Look at field near xp on surface t=tp:

Decompose
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Split integral as

Bound 1st integral by a constant:

Evaluate 2nd (m-independent) integral explicitly:

m-mode diverges at the particle
(demonstrated for a scalar field) - cont'd 
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Main idea: The asymptotic divergence has a simple form; subtract it 
out and evolve the residual regular field 

Puncture scheme
(demonstrated for a scalar field) 
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r*/M → θ →

m=0

m=1

m=2

sample results from puncture 
evolution in 2+1 (scalar field)
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A method for obtaining the SF directly from the numerical solutions (ΦR)m

It can be shown that 

with no further "regularization" required!

Sum over modes converges like ~(sin m)/m

Similar result in gravitational case

Has not been implemented so far

∑ Φ∇=
m

m
Rself qF αα

m-mode scheme for the self force
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Main ideas summarized

Long-term phase evolution of GW from EMRIs offers a sensitive 
microscope onto spacetime structure near BH, but for that same reason, 
full exploitation of waveforms requires accurate theoretical templates 

"Mode sum" is not a new regularization method, but a practical 
implementation of MiSaTaQuWa

Technology for SF calculations has now matured enough that we can 
extract meaningful physics and compare with other methods (PN) 

Move toward time-domain methods

Move from l-mode to m-mode, puncture schemes. 
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Basis of tensor harmonics (in t,r,θ,ϕ coordinates):
I. Even parity
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Basis of tensor harmonics (in t,r,θ,ϕ coordinates):
II. Odd parity
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